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Standardizing all public 
sector APIs
Guidelines can uniform APIs produced by 
thousands of service providers (and 
suppliers)

Tools ease compliance for agencies and 
suppliers in reviewing API design.

THE CHALLENGE

60M People
+12k Public Agencies
+8k Cities
20 Regions
(∞ cultural heritage)  

https://teamdigitale.github.io/api-oas-checker/


    italia/api-oas-checker

A comprehensive ruleset for design and security
 

➔ security: under-defined json-schemas, insecure 
authentication/authorization, under-defined 
cache policies, OWASP API Security top 10, ...

➔ standards: conformance with HTTP 
specifications, standard error messages, ...

➔ usability: consistent naming conventions, HTTP 
method usage, ...

Showcase API Design and Security 
guidelines based on Spectral ruleset
 italia/api-oas-checker

OpenAPI Checker 

[1] Spectral: https://github.com/stoplightio/spectral 

https://github.com/italia/api-oas-checker
https://github.com/stoplightio/spectral




➔ HTTPS - checks that all URLs in the spec use 
the https scheme

➔ Authentication and authorization - checks 
that every endpoint is properly protected

Security basics
Using OpenAPI3 simplifies a broad set of 
design checks, including some of the 
OWASP API Security top 10

BASICS



➔ Use HTTP methods correctly - for example 
checking that PATCH requests have a 
suitable media-type, eg. 
application/merge-patch+json RFC7386

➔ RateLimit (OWASP API4:2019)  - define and 
enforce a coherent ratelimit framework such 
as draft-ietf-httpapi-ratelimit-headers 

Security basics
Using OpenAPI3 simplifies a broad set of 
design checks, including some of the 
OWASP API Security top 10

BASICS

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7386
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-httpapi-ratelimit-headers


➔ Cache-Control - clarify in the specification 
how do you use cache

➔ Authorization - describe authentication and 
authorization headers and policies directly 
into the spec

HTTP Headers
Document how you use Cache and 
Authorization requirements

HEADERS



    italia/api-oas-checker

 
➔ Usability: improve the web interface, which is 

the showcase of the API Guidelines

➔ Security: foster the existing community around 
the identification and implementation of more 
security rules

➔ Coherence: improve the coverage of the Italian 
API Guidelines and evolve the project together 
with the framework

➔ Community: synergies and contributions to 
related and underlying projects

Use our rulesets, contribute yours!

Next Steps

https://italia.github.io/api-oas-checker/


https://innovazione.gov.it/

@InnovazioneGov

@DipartimentoTrasformazioneDigitale

@company/ministeroinnovazione/
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